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Abstract
We introduce a scalable application-level QoS
adaptation service for roaming between wireless networks
that are based on different technologies (‘inter-tech’
roaming). The service is part of a platform that supports
the distribution of multimedia streams (e.g., a streamed
TV channel) to mobile clients operating in a
heterogeneous environment. Central to our approach is
the notion of a service class, which is a domain-specific
perceptual QoS level. Each domain in a wireless
infrastructure must support a limited number of these
service classes. Our adaptation service handles inter-tech
roaming by handing a client off from one service class to
another. In this paper, we focus on the design of the
adaptation service’s client-side components. They
combine the loss characteristics of the client’s network
interfaces with configurable policies to decide when to
initiate a handoff to a target service class and when to
complete it. We conclude with some experimental results.

number of discrete perceptual QoS levels. We call these
QoS levels service classes. Service classes are domainspecific in that domain administrators are responsible for
defining and managing their nature, number and ordering.
We feel that this approach scales well for individual
domains and therefore for a future wireless system [45] as
a whole. The price that we pay is that we cannot deliver
‘individual-best’ QoS levels.
In this paper, we present the design of our platform’s
QoS adaptation service. It is an application-level service
that adapts the QoS that a client receives by handing it off
to another service class. We focus on handoffs across
different network technologies as a result of roaming. We
assume a best-effort IP service.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly explain the organization of our
platform. In Section 3, we introduce the mechanism that
we use to achieve handoffs between QoS levels. We
discuss an implementation of this mechanism in Section 4
and some qualitative results of its performance in Section
5. We present our conclusions in Section 6.

1. Introduction

2. Multiparty Sessions

The distribution of a multimedia stream to a large
number of mobile users often involves a variety of client
devices with different processing and communications
resources [6, 11, 12, 29, 45]. In this setting, it is usually
difficult to deliver a stream at a Quality of Service (QoS)
level that is fine-tuned to the capabilities and the current
resource availability (e.g., in terms of available network
bandwidth) of individual mobile devices (‘individualbest’ QoS [44]). An extreme solution to this problem is to
provide the same QoS level to all clients (‘all-worst’ QoS
[44]), but this will usually yield a significant number of
users receiving an unsatisfactory perceptual QoS.
We are developing a platform that strikes a balance
between these two extremes (for more details, see [32]).
The platform divides the coverage area of a wireless
infrastructure into domains and restricts the amount of
available ‘QoS spectrum’ in access domains to a small

Our platform allows a server to distribute a raw audiovideo stream to two or more clients. As an example,
consider an application that broadcasts a TV channel from
server Stv to clients C1 through C7 (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Television broadcast.
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Figure 1 shows two domains that each operate a
wireless network. Domain station.nl operates a LAN
(short range, high speed) and city.nl operates a MAN
(medium range, medium speed). We assume that each
client Ci (1  i  7) is equipped with at least two network
interfaces so that they can connect to station.nl’s LAN as
well as to city.nl’s MAN. We assume that clients C1
through C3 receive the TV stream over their LAN
interfaces, while C4 through C7 receive the stream over
their MAN interfaces.
Figure 2 shows how our platform decomposes the TV
broadcast of Figure 1. The players Pi in this figure model
the presentation resources of a client Ci and consume the
stream that source S produces. Our platform connects the
players to the source through a session. A session is a
high-level notion of connectivity that deals with the
heterogeneity of client devices and networks. A session
encapsulates type j decoders (Dj) and encoders (Ej), as
well as proxies (X). Proxies [1, 4, 12, 14, 27, 28, 37, 39]
perform functions such as rate adaptation, transcoding
[10], audio and video filtering, and so on [13]. We assume
that a proxy belongs to a domain (e.g., Xs of station.nl and
Xc of city.nl) and runs on a gateway host at a domain
border. A session also encapsulates multicast connections
(labeled M) that interconnect decoders, encoders and
proxies. We assume that an encoded audio-video stream
is packetized using RTP [15, 36].
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3. QoS Adaptation
The resources available to a mobile client typically
fluctuate as a result of roaming, increased network load,
and RF interference [30]. As a result, the QoS of the
stream that the client’s player receives needs to be
adapted [34, 42, 43].
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Inside the platform, administrators define the
requirements for a client to receive a service class in
terms of an audio and video codec type (e.g., MPEG-4
[9]), a set of codec QoS characteristics (e.g. sampling
rate, number of coding layers), a packetizer type (e.g., an
RTP profile) and required transport-level QoS
characteristics (e.g., in terms of bandwidth and loss). The
platform associates a set of site-local RTP sessions with
each service class. The size of such a set typically
depends on the number of coding layers the domain
administrator has configured for a service class [2, 3, 35,
38]. The platform realizes each RTP session as a site-local
multicast group [8, 17] to maximize scalability. For
simplicity, we assume one RTP session and one multicast
group per service class in this paper (e.g., RTP session
RSs.p and its multicast group Ms.p for station.platinum).
Similar approaches that combine proxies and multicast
groups for fixed communications can be found in [5, 7,
10, 31]. [6] uses proxies and multicast groups to provide
reliable multiparty communications to mobile clients.
In the remainder of this paper, we concentrate on the
issues involved in a player switching from one service
class to another as a result of roaming between networks.
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tv.com

3.1 Inter-tech Service Class H andoffs
Our platform transfers a player to another service class
whenever the QoS level of the stream that it receives no
longer fits the available communications resources. We
call this a service class handoff. As an example, consider
player P3 (Figure 2) and assume that the client device that
hosts it (C3) roams from station.nl to city.nl (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Decomposition of the TV broadcast.
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The proxies in Figure 2 create domain-specific service
classes from the stream they receive from S. A service
class defines a discrete perceptual QoS level [13] of the
raw audio-video stream that a player Pi receives (e.g.,
platinum quality video). The capabilities and the current
resource availability of client Ci largely determine the
service class that its player Pi will get. To allow our
system to scale sessions up to large numbers of players,
we propose that the administrator of each domain defines
and manages its own small number of service classes. To
emphasis that a service class is domain-specific, we
denote it as domain.class (e.g., station.platinum) from
now on.
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Figure 3. A service class handoff.
To perform the handoff for P3, the platform
unsubscribes C3 from the multicast group associated with
station.platinum (Ms.p) and joins it to the multicast group

of city.platinum (Mc.p). The platform furthermore
configures C3’s decoder to the QoS level of city.platinum.
Observe that our approach deals with device mobility
at the application level. This is similar to the SIP solution
for mobility [33]. It is however unlike the Mobile IP [19]
approach that deals with device mobility at the IP level.
Also notice that we cannot guarantee that a client has an
invariant IP address at its disposal (cf. [19]) because we
follow an application-level approach. Our handoff
approach can therefore only be used for live and
scheduled multimedia broadcasts that are transmitted over
UDP.
We call the handoff of Figure 3 an inter-tech [27]
service class handoff because it involves two different
network technologies (cf. [4, 26, 41]). It is also an interdomain [14] service class handoff because it transfers P3
from the station to the city domain. Service class handoffs
can also occur when a client roams in a network based on
a single technology (intra-tech [40]) or within a single
domain (intra-domain). Combinations of these types of
handoffs are also possible, but we will not consider them
in this paper.
In the example of Figure 3 we have assumed that there
are other players in city.nl (P4 and P5) that already receive
the TV stream at class platinum. A proxy (Xc) and a
multicast group (Mc.p) that realize city.platinum are
therefore already in place when C3 roams into city.nl. If
this had not been the case, our platform would have had to
dynamically allocate these resources. A service class
handoff may thus require our platform to dynamically
create or destroy proxies and multicast groups. Observe
that each domain must always be able to accommodate its
lowest service class for incoming clients (cf. city.nl in
Figure 3), preferably at different encodings for good
client coverage.
The inter-tech service class handoffs that our platform
supports are mobile-controlled [24]. In the example of
Figure 3, this means that there is a handoff component on
C3 that decides whether a handoff to Mc.p is required. This
handoff component is an application-independent part of
our platform.
The decision to handoff to another service class can be
based on several metrics [29], for instance on the
transmission delay on the paths between C3 and the two
proxies. Our platform uses the packet loss characteristics
of these paths. We make use of beaconing [26] to
determine these characteristics. In the example of Figure
3, this means that proxies Xs and Xc multicast beacon
messages into their respective domains at proxy-specific
intervals Is and Ic. They include the domain they belong to
as well as the interval that they use in their beacons and
transmit the beacons onto a well-known multicast group
Mb (cf. [5, 7]). Observe that RTCP [15] sender reports
from the proxies could also be used to act as ‘beacons’.
However, RTCP requires the interval between subsequent

reports to be at least 5 seconds. This would yield
unacceptable handoff detection delays in our system.
Beacons act as input for the handoff component on the
client. The handoff component consists of three subcomponents that cooperatively detect and execute
handoffs (see Sections 3.2 through 3.4 for more details):
 The Network-specific Monitor (NM). An instance of
this component monitors a single network interface
and analyzes its loss characteristics. There exists
exactly one NM for each network interface of a mobile
client. An NM determines if the quality of its
associated network interface is currently ‘acceptable’,
‘questionable’ or ‘unacceptable’.
 The Interface Monitor (IM). An IM selects the most
appropriate interfaces based on the quality information
maintained by the NMs. There exists exactly one IM in
a mobile client.
 The Content Switch (CS). A CS realizes service class
handoffs. It is aware of the codecs that a client
supports and is capable of configuring them. A CS
uses buffers to smooth the handoff process. It uses the
information maintained by the IM to decide if a
handoff is necessary. A CS resolves any ties if the IM
indicates that multiple network interfaces can be used.
A mobile client hosts one CS per application.

3.2 Network-specific Monitor
A Network-specific Monitor (NM) keeps track of the
quality of a specific network interface. The input for an
NM consists of beacon messages that it receives on Mb
over the interface that it monitors. An NM uses
mechanisms similar to those of Mobile IP [19, 25] and the
ones described by Stemm et al. [26]. However, instead of
keeping track of the number of consecutively lost
beacons, we use a sliding ‘averaging window’ [23, 24] in
which we maintain a history of lost and received beacon
messages. We combine the averaging windows with
threshold values. The result is a handoff mechanism that
is based on common RF-level techniques [23, 24, 27], but
applied on the application level.
We denote the NM for interface j as NMj and the
averaging window that it maintains as Wj. An entry in Wj
represents a beacon and indicates whether the beacon was
received or not. We denote the size of Wj as Zj (Zj  1).
An NM uses timeouts to detect lost beacons. We
denote the timeout value that NMj uses as Tj. The
advantage of timeouts over sequence numbers is that Wj
gets updated at fixed (i.e., Tj) intervals, even when a lot of
beacons are lost. The downside is that it introduces
additional processing due to reoccurring timeouts when
very few beacons are being received.
In addition to Tj, we also define a rejoin timer Rj for
each NMj. Whenever there is no connectivity to the
infrastructure via interface j, NMj attempts to join the
mobile client to Mb on interface j every Rj seconds.

lost
beacons

As an example, consider the high-speed LAN interface
of C3 and assume that C3 is positioned well inside the
station domain. We denote the associated NM as NMl (j
equals ‘l’ for ‘LAN’). At start-up time, NMl assumes that
there is no connectivity to the infrastructure and initializes
Tl to Rl. NMl joins C3 to Mb on the LAN interface every
Rl seconds until it receives a beacon from Xs. When this
happens, NMl updates Wl and sets Tl to 1.5 * Is. NMl sets
Tl to this value every time it receives a beacon to
compensate for jitter in station.nl’s network.
Next, assume that C3 roams into the city domain. If
NMl does not receive a beacon from Xs within Tl seconds
after the last beacon, it considers the beacon that it was
supposed to receive lost. In this case, NMl again updates
Wl, but sets Tl to Is rather than to 1.5 * Is because it finds
itself roughly in the middle of Xs’ beacon interval.
Observe that the above behavior allows a beacon to
experience half a beacon interval of jitter before NMl
considers it lost.
Each NMj compares the entries in its window Wj with
two interface-specific threshold parameters Hj1 and Hj2 (0
 Hj1 < Zj, and 0  Hj2 < Zj). We require Hj2 to be larger
than or equal to Hj1. This divides the loss range of Wj into
three regions, each with its own quality label. If we
assume that Lj denotes the number of lost beacons in Wj,
these regions are:
 A region delimited by 0  Lj  Hj1 where the quality of
interface j is acceptable;
 A region delimited by Hj1 < Lj  Hj2 where the quality
of interface j is questionable; and
 A region delimited by Hj2 < Lj  Zj where the quality
of interface j is unacceptable.
The values of Hj1 and Hj2 can be set by the application.
The application can also control the window size Zj and
the value of the rejoin time Rj. It cannot control the
beacon interval time and Tj because the domain
administrator determines them. Using these policies, the
application can configure allowable beacon losses and
perceptual distortions. We will discuss this in more detail
in Section 5.
Figure 4 shows that there are 4 typical signaling
moments when roaming in and out of an overlay domain.
In this case, client C3 roams from station.nl to city.nl and
back. As a result, the loss on C3’s LAN interface (Ll) first
increases, and then decreases. The loss on C3’s MAN
interface (Lm) remains relatively constant.
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Figure 4. Abstract view of loss characteristics.

3.3 Interface Monitor
The Interface Monitor (IM) selects the most
appropriate network interface. It bases its decision on the
information maintained by the NMs. The IM can be partly
configured by the application through a policy. An IM
policy defines a total preference ordering across the
network interfaces of a mobile client. A policy is usually
easy to define, for instance by preferring a wireless LAN
over Bluetooth over UMTS, etc.
In the following we assume that a certain mobile client
has n (n  1) network interfaces that are represented by an
equal number of NMs. We also assume that the NMs are
ordered as NM1...NMn with NM1 representing the
interface with the highest preference and NMn the one
with the lowest preference.
To determine the most appropriate interface, the IM
locates the NMi (i  1) with the highest preference whose
interface provides an acceptable or questionable quality.
The IM selects the interface of NMi as the one to use if its
quality is acceptable. However, if NMi indicates that the
quality of interface i is questionable, the IM also selects
an alternative interface NMj (j > i) that provides an
acceptable or questionable quality. When the IM has
found an alternative NMj, it considers both NMi and NMj
appropriate. In this case, the IM leaves it up to the CS to
resolve the tie because this component has more
application-level knowledge (e.g., about coding formats).
The IM thus merely gives handoff hints in this situation.
As an example, assume that client C3 is on the
boundary of station.nl and city.nl (cf. Figure 3). At this
point, player P3 receives the audio-video stream at class
station.platinum over multicast group Ms.p. When C3
moves out of range of station.nl’s LAN, NMl (‘l’ for
‘LAN’) will start to loose the beacons that Xs transmits.
The quality of NMl will eventually become questionable
at t1. The quality of NMm, (‘m’ for ‘MAN’) on the other
hand, will very likely remain acceptable because the
MAN of city.nl overlays the LAN of station.nl. As a
result, the IM considers both of C3’s interfaces
appropriate at t1. This situation lasts until t2. After that,
the IM considers C3’s LAN interface unacceptable and
sees the MAN interface as the only appropriate one.

When C3 roams back into the station domain, the IM finds
the MAN interface most appropriate until t3, both
interfaces during t3-t4 and the LAN interface from t4
onwards.

3.4 Content Switch
A Content Switch (CS) hands the player of a client
device off from one service class to another. It uses the
information maintained by the IM to select a network
interface to use. If this is not the interface that is currently
in use, the CS selects a service class on the new interface
and hands the player off to this class. To accomplish the
handoff, the CS subscribes the client to the multicast
group associated with the target service class on the new
interface. It then starts to buffer the multimedia data that it
receives on the target multicast group to smooth the
handoff process. Once there is sufficient data in the
buffer, the CS (re)configures the decoder that is
appropriate for the target class and feeds the data in the
buffer through the (new) decoder to the player. Finally,
the CS unsubscribes the client from the multicast group
over which it used to receive the multimedia stream.
In our roaming example, the CS may join a target
multicast group and start to buffer the data that this group
carries at all ti in Figure 4 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Similarly, there
are also various points at which the CS can complete a
handoff (i.e., start to feed the data in the target buffer
through the decoder to the display of the client). In
particular, these points are t2, t4, or as soon as there is
sufficient data in the buffer associated with the target
multicast group. We use a policy to define the points
where the CS joins the client to the target multicast group
and where it completes a handoff. Table 1 shows what
policies are possible.
from Ms.p to Mc.p
from Mc.p to Ms.p
Policy join Mc.p at HO to Mc.p at join Ms.p at HO to Ms.p at
t1
t3
1
Asap
asap
t4
t1
t3
2
Asap
t1
t4
3
Asap
asap
t2
t3
t1
4
asap
t2
t3
t4
t1
5
t2
t4
t1
6
asap
7
t2
Asap
t3
asap
8
t2
Asap
t3
t4
9
t2
Asap
t4
asap
HO = handoff; ti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) correspond to the ti in Figure 4

Table 1. CS handoff policies.
Policies may be classified. For instance, policies 4
through 9 may be classified as ‘greedy’ because they
attempt to stick with Ms.p as long as possible.
In Section 5, we will discuss policy number 9 in more
detail. At that point, we will also present some
quantitative results of experiments with this policy.

4. Implementation
We implemented the handoff components and
mechanisms in our testbed (see Figure 5). Figure 5 also
illustrates how the proxies and the player of Figure 3 are
distributed over the machines in the testbed.
The Solaris server hosts proxies Xs and Xc. For
simplicity, we have implemented Xs and Xc to act as
servers. That is, they generate the stream containing the
TV channel locally rather than from a stream coming
from server S (cf. Figure 2). Xs and Xc each consist of a
QuickTime Darwin streaming server [18]. In Figure 5,
they are labeled Ss and Sc, respectively.
Ss and Sc run synchronously as indicated by the arrow
between them and loop continuously. Ss locally reads a
high quality movie from a hinted (i.e., encoded and RTPpacketized) QuickTime file and transmits it onto the
multicast group that represents class station.platinum,
Ms.p. Similarly, Sc locally reads a low quality version of
the same movie from a different hinted file and transmits
it onto the multicast group that represents city.platinum,
Mc.p. Xs and Xc each also contain a process (not shown in
Figure 5) that multicasts beacon messages onto Mb every
Is and Ic seconds, respectively.
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P3

Ms.p
RadioLan
base station

WaveLan
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Figure 5. Testbed.
The RadioLan [22] and WaveLan [21] base stations
mimic the LAN of station.nl and the MAN of city.nl,
respectively. The RadioLan base station provides a gross
bandwidth of 10 Mbps and has an indoor range of
approximately 15 meters. The WaveLan base station
offers a 1 Mbps gross bandwidth at a range of
approximately 30 meters. In our testbed, the WaveLan
cell completely overlays the RadioLan cell.
Our client runs on a standard Windows laptop. It uses
the QuickTime client software package [20] to receive the
streams that servers Ss and Sc transmit. The QuickTime
package exposes a Java API through a thin wrapper that
our CS component uses to realize inter-tech service class
handoffs. We have implemented the CS, the IM and two
NMs as separate Java threads. One NM (NMr) monitors
the loss characteristics of the laptop’s RadioLan interface,
the other (NMw) that of the WaveLan interface. Observe

C3 roams from RadioLan into
WaveLan

that when the client has roamed out of the RadioLan
network, it receives its stream from Sc over Mc.p
(WaveLan) as a result of a service class handoff.

C3 roams from WaveLan
back into RadioLan

20

RadioLan is
unacceptable

18

Hr2

16

We have conducted experiments with several policies.
However, in this paper we only consider policy 9 of Table
1 (chosen because of its asymmetry). Other policies show
other handoff delays, but work similarly. In the
experiments that we discuss here, we set the IM policy to
favor the RadioLan network over the WaveLan network.
We also froze the policy for NMw since we do not
consider roaming out of the WaveLan coverage area.
Finally, we set the beacon interval of both proxies to 100
ms. In the following, Lr and Lw denote the number of lost
beacons as seen by NMr and NMw, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the behavior of Lr and Lw when the
window size for RadioLan is 20 (Zr) and its thresholds are
set to 5 (Hr1) and 15 (Hr2). As the client roams out of the
RadioLan network, Lr first becomes larger than Hr2 (i.e.,
of an unacceptable quality) at t2’. At this point, the IM
informs the CS that the WaveLan interface is the only
appropriate interface. As a result, the CS initiates a
handoff from station.platinum to city.platinum (policy 9).
It therefore orders QuickTime to join the laptop to Mc.p
and to begin buffering data. However, Lr fluctuates
around Hr2 at this stage and drops back to Hr2. The IM
detects this and informs the CS that the RadioLan
interface can be used again. In response, the CS cancels
the handoff in progress. At t2, Lr again becomes larger
than Hr2 and the CS initiates a handoff for the second time
(policy 9). This time, Lr stays above the threshold. As
soon as QuickTime is done buffering, the CS completes
the handoff by putting the stream from Mc.p on screen
(policy 9). In Figure 6, this is at te1. We consider the
handoff to have begun at tb1 when NMr (RadioLan
interface) missed the first of the last Hr2 + 1 beacons it lost
at t2, so the total handoff delay in this experiment equals
te1 – tb1 = 5.12 seconds. This includes the time it takes IP
multicast to establish a route to the laptop as well as
QuickTime’s initialization and buffering delay. It must be
noted that QuickTime is responsible for a large portion
(almost 70%) of the total handoff time.

# Lost beacons
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5. Experiments
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Figure 6. CS policy 9 (see Table 1).
Similarly, the handoff from city.platinum back to
station.platinum (right side of Figure 6) starts at tb2. The
CS initiates the handoff at t4 by joining the client to Ms.p
(policy 9). It completes the handoff (at te2) when
QuickTime is done buffering (policy 9) by putting the
stream from Ms.p on screen. The total handoff delay in this
case is te2 – tb2 = 5.88 seconds.
Both handoffs resulted in perceptual distortions. When
roaming out of the RadioLan coverage area, the play out
of the stream from Ss became rather bumpy some time
before the CS put the stream from Sc on screen. On the
way back, we also noticed some distortions due to the
behavior of the QuickTime libraries. They apparently stop
buffering data after a fixed amount of time, even when
they have not yet received enough data to display the
stream from Ss. Unfortunately, the QuickTime API does
not allow us to change this. The problem can be however
be overcome with another NM policy. In a subsequent
experiment, we therefore set NMr’s lower loss threshold
(Hr1) to 2. In this case, the CS does not join the multicast
group of the WaveLan network (Mc.p) until there are 2 or
less lost beacons in NMr’s averaging window. This
usually means that the client has already received more
data on its RadioLan interface, which fixes this problem.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a platform that revolves around the
notion of domain-specific application-level service
classes. Our QoS adaptation service dynamically hands
off clients from one service class to another, for instance
as a result of inter-tech roaming. The adaptation service
can be configured through various policies that can be set
by the application to define the moments of handoff
initiation and completion. We also discussed the results of
handoff experiments that we have conducted using
different policies. Depending on the chosen policy, we
found that an inter-tech service class handoff can be
realized in a perceptually smooth manner. We also found
that handoff delays of our implementation are primarily
determined by the (non-configurable) initialization and
buffering time of the QuickTime package. Handoff
detection is however fast and effective.

We believe that our handoff policies are useful for
developers of mobile multimedia applications. They allow
them to configure our platform’s logic by selecting the
handoff behavior that best matches their application.
Our future work will deal with the establishment of
configurations such as the one shown in Figure 3. In
particular, we will concentrate on the protocols that assign
a service class to a client based on its capabilities (e.g.,
screen size) and available resources (e.g., bandwidth). We
will also investigate the extensions to support inter and
intra-domain roaming.
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